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Abstract Body
Recent changes in Canada have resulted in increased gambling availability and advertising. These changes are

expected to increase gambling involvement which, in turn is expected to impact the health and wellbeing of

Canadians. This presentation will outline how a public health approach to reducing alcohol and cannabis-related

harm is also applicable to gambling, in particular how harm can be prevented by regulatory or other interventions

that limit public consumption/exposure. To do so, we will describe why and how recent legislative and

regulatory changes have led to the current gambling landscape in Canada, and compare how gambling is

regulated differently from alcohol and cannabis in the country, outlining the implications for public health. This

presentation will also detail evidence of how the total consumption model applies to both gambling and alcohol,

and how public health approaches/interventions employed to reduce alcohol and cannabis harm can and should

be used for gambling – including a discussion of Canada’s guidelines on alcohol and health and the Lower Risk

Gambling Guidelines. Conclusions will centre on the lessons that can be learned from public health approaches

to cannabis and alcohol, and the value of implementing these to mitigate increases in gambling-related harm

expected to result from increased availability and advertising.
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Learning Objective # 1
Increased understanding of why gambling should be considered a priority in addiction medicine

Learning Objective # 2
Increased awareness of how approaches for cannabis and alcohol can be mobilized for and extended to gambling
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